Vertex Sourcing BD
Vertex Sourcing BD is one of the most reliable sourcing companies from Bangladesh. I’m getting emails
every day, lot of companies want to work with us from Bangladesh. But, we know, not everyone is
perfect. With my vast sourcing experience, I choose Vertex Sourcing BD from number of companies. I
can tell you that they are professional in every sense. They know how to implement the buyer
instruction and execute order as per buyer expected level.
Usually we are buying Polo-shirt, Bermuda Chino Shorts, Cargo shorts and Chino pant from them. But we
know they are very good T-shirt supplier from Bangladesh and Jeans supplier from Bangladesh as well.
They develop sample from our given design as per our measurement, provides us sample on time and
ensure delivery on time too. They maintain inline inspection regularly and do the final inspection as per
our required AQL label too. If goods passed the quality level by AQL chart, then we permit them to do
the shipment. I ‘m working with them for more than three years and I never face any problem with
quality and delivery time. These two think is most important to me for importing goods from a supplier
and having an agent anywhere for me.
If anyone wants to buy ready-made garments from Bangladesh, I will recommend Vertex Sourcing BD
for any types of sourcing. To me they are the best supplier of Shorts, Trouser, T-shirt, Polo-shirt, Jeans
from Bangladesh.

These days tee-shirt, Polo-shirt, trouser and shorts are most demanding item for fashion. People use tshirt in different design and printing, polo-shirt in different cut and fiber. When the question is about
sourcing in bulk quantities, then first we think about which country is better for sourcing these items. In
my consideration, Bangladesh is the top country for sourcing any types of garments in Bulk quantities.
And Vertex Sourcing BD, the company I’m working with, is the best company to do any type sourcing
from Bangladesh. I can tell this from my years experience of sourcing goods from Bangladesh. If you
think about Best T-shirt Supplier from Bangladesh or Best Polo-shirt supplier from Bangladesh or even
Best Shorts supplier from Bangladesh, then Vertex Sourcing BD can be your easy choice.
From inquiry level to shipment goods I found their professionalism in every step. They can develop
sample from my design and can do it very well. Every time I receive sample from them, I feel happy on
them. They set a plan for every order from the beginning and execute order as per planning. So, I can
follow up my order smoothly and hardly ever there any delay happened. From Europe and USA,
someone could think it’s difficult to source goods from Bangladesh but I think it’s quite easy if you find a
good sourcing partner. Vertex sourcing BD can be your very good partner as a t-shirt, Polo-shirt and
trouser or shorts supplier from Bangladesh.

